
 
 
 
1936 BUGATTI T50B 
(PP-RB33) 

 
HISTORY 
A Type 59 Bugatti chassis was fitted with a 4.7ltr T50B engine and this central cockpit single seat body. 
Practiced but not raced in the 1936 French GP, it was driven to second place in the Vanderbilt Cup by 
Wimille and won the first post - Second World War race meeting. A second car with a 3ltr engine 
managed to complete a single lap of the 1939 GP. 
 
COLOUR SCHEME 
Overall Peugeot/Talbot Royal Blue 
Radiator grilles, exhaust and mirrors silver, white roundels with red No.1 low and just behind the front 
wheels and high on the tail of the car both sides. Seat back brown seat sides black. This scheme is for the 
car as it is now. Black and white pictures of the car in 1939 show that these seat colours are reversed and 
the No.1#s may have been black with just an extra No.1 on the front grille. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 

• Assemble your chassis and offer it up to the body to ensure clearance for axles, wheels and that the 
guide rotates fully. Scrub the body with liquid detergent and scotchbrite. 

• Polish up the white metal mirrors and brass brush in Dremel and fit and Araldite to body. Black 
was radiator grille. 

• Remove the steering column from the back of the steering wheel and the bottom quarter of the 
wheel, force this down between the drivers hands and glue in place 

• Type 59's had unusual pattern wire wheels. The back plate of which coped with most of the loads. 
In an attempt to replicate this, black wash the white metal inserts provided and then fit the outer 
ring of the PP photo etch spokes and spinners over these. You do have a completge set of 48 spoke 
pattern wire inserts if you prefer this look. 

 
PENELOPES TIPS 
Chassis SM1m with CL wheels, PEW2 inserts and GPT tyres or PCS 26mm rear and 24mm front. You 
may prefere to use V wheels and VT tyres and PEW3 inserts. 
 
 

 
 
Example of a fully 
assembled chassis. Complete 
Chassis kits can be provided 
separately. 
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